Markerless tracking of small lung tumors for stereotactic radiotherapy.
(1) To validate retrospective markerless tracking software for small lung tumors by comparing tracked motion in 4-dimensional planning computed tomography (4DCT) derived kV projection images and known tumor motion in the same 4DCT. (2) To evaluate variability of tumor motion using kV projection images from cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scans acquired on different days. Nonclinical tumor tracking software (TTS) used a normalized cross correlation algorithm to track the tumor on enhanced kV projection images (e.g., from a CBCT scan). The reference dataset consisted of digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) from one phase of a planning 4DCT. TTS matches two in-plane coordinates and obtains the out-of-plane coordinate by triangulating with match results from other projections. (1) To validate TTS, tracking results were compared with known 4DCT tumor motion for two patients (A and B). Projection images (1 image/1°) were digitally reconstructed for each 4DCT phase. From these, kV projection series were composed simulating full breathing cycles every 20° of gantry rotation [breathing period = 20°/(6°/s) = 3.33 s]. Reference templates were 360 "tumor enhanced" DRRs from the 4DCT expiration phase. TTS-derived tumor motion was compared to known tumor motion on 4DCT. (2) For five patients, TTS-assessed motion during clinical CBCT acquisition was compared with motion on the planning 4DCT, and the motion component in the Y (cranio-caudal)-direction was compared with the motion of an external marker box (RPM, real-time position management). (1) Validation results: TTS for case A (tumor 6.2 cm(3), 32 mm axial diameter) over 360° showed mean motion X (medial-lateral) = 3.4, Y = 11.5, and Z (ventral-dorsal) = 4.9 mm (1 SD < 1.0 mm). Corresponding 4DCT motion was X = 3.1, Y = 11.3, and Z = 5.1 mm. Correlation coefficients between TTS tumor motion and displacement of the tumor's center of mass (CoM) on 4DCT were 0.64, 0.96, and 0.82 (X, Y, and Z, respectively). For case B (4.1 cm(3), 20 mm diameter), due to temporarily decreased tumor visibility preventing TTS from resolving the tumor, robust tracking data were only available between angles 300°-40° and 120°-220°. Mean motion according to TTS was X = 2.0, Y = 7.7, and Z = 8.2 mm (1 SD < 0.9 mm). Tumor motion on 4DCT was X = 1.8, Y = 7.6, and Z = 9.5 mm and correlation coefficients between TTS motion and CoM displacement were 0.59, 0.95, and 0.93 (X, Y, and Z, respectively). (2) CLINICAL RESULTS: TTS revealed a mean intrafraction variation in tumor motion in Y-direction of >2.0 mm (1 SD) in four of five patients. In addition, clinical tumor motion amplitude differed from that seen on planning 4DCT. Internal and external structures that create abrupt density change (e.g., table-top edge, interface between lung/mediastinum and lung/heart) were observed to prevent 360° tracking of the tumor. Correlation coefficients between TTS motion in the Y-direction and the RPM signal (22 observations) ranged from 0.78 to 0.96. In 2D, 241 TTS matches at end-inspiration and end-expiration were visually validated: mean difference was 0.8 mm (SD = 0.7) for both. TTS can track small lung tumors if these are visible in kV projections. A 4DCT dataset can be used to validate kV tracking of moving targets. TTS and 4DCT displacement agreed to within 2 mm. TTS and RPM motion were closely associated but tumor motion during CBCT can vary from the planning 4DCT.